COPY OF OFFICIAL RECEIPT FOR INCOME TAX PURPOSES
Receipt #: 2022840-1000333209

Date Receipt Issued: 2022-05-06 17:07 UTC1
Donated By: Scott Tamashiro
Address: 17333 Jeanette Ave
Cerritos, CA
90703
US
Donation Amount: USD703.06
Receipting Charity: American Online Giving Foundation, Inc

Thank you for your generosity. Together, we're making a difference!
Please see below for a list of the charities you have chosen and the amounts for each. If you have any questions about
this receipt please contact support@benevity.org.
American Online Giving Foundation, Inc ("AOGF")
40 East Main Street Suite 887
Newark, DE 19711
Employer Identification Number: 81-0739440
Notes:
AOGF is a public charity under Internal Revenue Code sections 501(c)(3) and 509(a)(1) which processes donations as a "receipting charity" made
through the host online environment (the "Giving Site") using software provided by Benevity, Inc. In accordance with the Terms of Use referenced on the
Giving Site and as required by law for a receipting charity, AOGF has exclusive control over any donation that it receives. Subject to the Terms of Use,
AOGF will regrant the contributed funds to the cause(s) designated above.
Your contribution is irrevocable and cannot be cancelled or refunded. AOGF did not provide any goods or services in consideration for this donation. This
letter serves as an official tax receipt for this donation.
Generally, the full amount of the donation gift expressed above is deductible as a charitable contribution to the extent permitted by law. If you are a citizen
or taxpayer of a jurisdiction outside the United States, your donation may not be deductible. Only under particular circumstances can a non-U.S. taxpayer
take a deduction for a contribution to a U.S. charity.
Please consult your tax advisor to determine deductibility or tax treatment.
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Appendix: Donation Receipt Transaction Summary
What follows is a list of the individual transactions represented in the preceding tax receipt. The list includes a summary of
the different eligible charities you have supported through one-time or recurring donations, as well as any Charitable Gift
Card purchases or Donation Currency you may have purchased for your Giving Account.
The name of the eligible charity receiving your donation funds is listed in the Description, where applicable. In some cases
- such as purchases of Donation Currency or Charitable Gift Cards - a charity will not be listed because the selection of a
charity occurs later.
Please also note that certain transactions, such as transfers of Donation Currency from your Giving Account to an eligible
charity, may not be included below if a receipt was already provided. In cases where another person or company has
given you Donation Currency or a Charitable Gift Card, that other person or company has been provided with the tax
receipt.
This appendix is not an official tax receipt.

RECEIPT TRANSACTIONS
Date & Time1 Description

2022-05-06
17:07 UTC

Donation to INTERNATIONAL RESCUE COMMITTEE INC

Total

1

Benevity is a global platform and we use UTC, a global time standard, for all receipts.
To learn how this applies to your local time zone, visit causes.benevity.org/feedback-support/utc-info
2 Match amounts, where applicable, are for reference only; they are not receiptable to you for income tax purposes.
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Amount

Match
Amount2

USD703.06

USD703.06

USD703.06

